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When I posted on my facebook wall the simple 
question “Is intelligence necessary for every 
leader?" most of the respondents agreed that a 
leader must be intelligent, have appropriate 
experience, and be well behaved and committed to 
improving the prosperity of the people. 

This shows that a leader needs not only to be smart 
academically, but also needs to demonstrate 
emotional and spiritual intelligence. 

Academic intelligence is not always directly linked 
to university experience or certification.  Some 
outstanding leaders have excellent academic 
intelligence even though they did not have a 
tertiary education. 

Academic intelligence is associated with cognitive 
capabilities such as identifying problems, and 
developing strategic and operational steps to solve 
these problems. Leaders are expected to provide a 
workable solution to every problem encountered. 

However, there is no single leader, no matter how 
great he or she is, that can solve all problems on 
their own. 

John C. Maxwell in his book Ultimate Leadership 
(2007) mentions this idea clearly.  "There are no 
'Lone Ranger' leaders. Think about it: If you are 
alone, you are not leading anybody, are you?" 

So, every leader needs partners to implement their 
plans or directions.  Leading an organization or a 
country requires not only academic excellence but 
also emotional intelligence. Leadership is more of 
an art than a science. 

Salovey and Mayer (1990) define emotional 
intelligence as the ability to share feeling and 
emotion with others, and use this information to 
guide any action in managing an organization or 
country. 

A successful national leader needs to exercise both 
academic and emotional intelligence in order to 
lead people in the right direction and to achieve 
shared goals.  This challenge also includes 
motivating people to directly and positively involve 
themselves in the process; managing and resolving 

all possible conflicts; and applying a merit system in 
evaluating those who participate. 

Based on Fiedler's Least Preferred Co-worker (LPC) 
evaluation method, leaders can be classified as [1] 
those who prioritize good relationships with 
partners; and [2] those who prioritize 
achievements and productivity. 

Performance-oriented leaders tend to be more 
effective and faster in making decisions; whereas 
leaders who prefer to maintain good relationships 
with partners tend to be slower in making decisions 
and in some cases make irrational decisions. 

National leaders need not be "entertainers".  It is 
not their duty to entertain people with popular 
policies, especially if these policies are designed to 
win them votes.  Leaders main responsibilities 
should be to improve the prosperity of the people, 
to safeguard the nation and prevent the 
disintegration of the country. 

Under stressful conditions, leaders’ emotional 
intelligence seems to be more important than 
intellectual intelligence. Conversely, in peaceful 
conditions, intellectual intelligence can find fertile 
ground for enhancing national development in all 
sectors. 

Are academic and emotional intelligence enough 
for national leaders to be sure of implementing the 
principles of good governance - or lead a clean 
government free from corruption, collusion and 
nepotism?  

In their book, SQ: Spiritual intelligence, the 
ultimate intelligence (2000), Danah Zohar and lan 
Marshall argue that leaders' intelligence is only 
complete if it includes spiritual intelligence. 

The term "spiritual", in the Zohar-Marshall context, 
is adopted from the Latin word spiritus referring to 
that which gives life or vitality to a system.  Zohar-
Marshall explain that spiritual intelligence in their 
concept does not represent any specific religious 
values.  Spiritual intelligence comes from a leader's 
soul, and is not a product of their brain.   

Great leaders, in this perspective, are ones who 
have a pure desire to serve their people (spiritual 



values); having the ability to guide people in the 
right direction and to develop strategic plans for 
national development (intellectual values); and 
who can motivate people to actively participate 
and manage resources in pursuing shared goals 
(emotional values). 

A leader must be trustworthy, and trust is the 
foundation of leadership. In a paternalistic society, 
as in Indonesia, a leader is also expected to be an 
almost perfect person — very smart academically 
and spiritually charismatic, with outstanding 
managerial skills. 

An outstanding multiple intelligence leader should 
be hard to find. Nobody is perfect, and nobody gets 
a perfect-10 for academic, emotional and spiritual 
intelligences.  Therefore, in the upcoming 
elections, we need to be realistic. The good thing 
is, we do not need to elect one person. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will vote for a pairing of two candidates, to be 
president and vice president. Hopefully, these 
candidates will compliment each other and tailor 
their packages well, forming solid combinations of 
intellectual, emotional and spiritual intelligence. 

We do not necessarily need a pairing of Javanese-
Non Javanese, Javanese-East Indonesian, Male-
Female, Military-Civil, partyX-partyY, or other 
shallow-base combinations. 

Ideally we should strive to unite our nation with 
shared-objectives; to bring equal prosperity to the 
entire population, and not descriminate based on 
ethnicity, sex, career or political orientation. 

 


